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ARABIC SOURCES ON SOMALIA
Mohamed Haji Mukhtar
Somali National
University

I
In recent
of different
scholars
nationalities
(includyears
to acquiring
inmuch time and effort
have devoted
ing Somalis)
different
means and through
formation
about the Somali past using
on the region.
the Arabic written
sources
the available
However,
on Somalia have long been neglected
sources
of information
and
of this
to
The purpose
attention
remain so.
paper is to call
of Arabic sources,
and
the need for a more comprehensive
reading
have much to contribute
to show that Arabic sources
to knowledge
I will
sources
them
these
and list
about Somalia.
try to trace
in a chronological
with the early
Arab sources,
manner,
starting
which followed
the emergence
of Islam
from the period
especially
when Islam made its way into the Horn
on the Arabian peninsula
of Africa.
I will
look at sources
from medieval
Islam in
Secondly,
centers
on the Red
when Islam spread from the coastal
Somalia,
of the Horn, the
Sea and the Indian
Ocean into the hinterlands
which marked the struggle
between
Islam and Christianity.
period
I will
look at the period
the collapse
after
of Muslim
Thirdly,
sixteenth
two centuries
almost
when
power in the late
century,
the Muslims of the Horn (the Somalis)
were surrounded
by Ethioboth to the north and in the Indian
alliances
Ocean
Portuguese
This period
to the south.
marked a time when the condition
of
to that formerly
the Somali Muslims became similar
endured by
who had been surrounded
the Ethiopians,
by Muslims on all sides.
The Muslims in Somalia
became like
an island
in an ocean of nonthis
and during
there
is a lack of Arab sourbelievers,
period
ces about the region.
and the
Only at the end of the eighteenth
of the nineteenth
do we start
once
beginning
century
seeing
of Arab sources
on the people
of the region.
again traces
My
will
be on the Arab sources
written
special
emphasis
by Somalis,
and I will
also
indicate
some articles
which are necessary
for
of Somalia,
scholars
as well as unpublished
dissertations,
theses,
and other
studies
not normally
cited.
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Early

Arab Accounts

it is clear
that the Arabs have had
In one way or another
with the Horn of Africa
for centuries.
we
contact
However,
with the Horn
of the Arab sources
know little
at present
dealing
in general,
in particular,
and with east Africa
during the preIt is very possible
will
that new evidence
Islamic
apperiod.
This would
extended.
and contacts
pear on how far the relations
of
of the ancient
aspects
history
help reveal
many neglected
the
the earliest
this
account
regarding
part of Africa.
Perhaps
in the Horn of Africa
is the guideArabs and their
activities
book called
written
Maris Erythrae,
by an unknown Greek
PeripZus
into English
under the
and translated
traveler,
by W.H. Schoff

title

The PeripZus

of the Erythraean

After the emergence
of Islam,
to writing
ans gave much attention
Al-Mas Cdi
is the author
(915-957)
sources
on the Horn and East Africa.
contains
good
Wa-MaCadin al-Jawhar2

the east

African

coast,

particularly

Sea.'
and historiArab geographers
and visiting
the Muslim world.
of one of the most important
His book Muruj al-Dhahab
of
on the history
accounts

the Somali coasts

facing

both the Indian
Ocean (Bahr al-Zinj)
and the Gulf of Aden (alal-Barbarl).
Khallj
of the Somali
on the inhabitants
information
Substantial
which makes a clear
are in Y-aqut's Mucjam al-BuZdTn,
region
between
the Berbers
of the Maghreb and those of
differentiation

east Africa, and also between the Somalis and the Abyssinians.
To Yaqiit the Somalis were "black-faced
people who have their
own language.
. .carrying
on their
heads."
towards
which contribute
The Arab materials
considerably
of the
of the Somali coasts
and the emergence
our understanding
in al-Idrisi's
centers
are well described
coastal
commercial

(1100-1166)

account

Kitab Nuzhat aZ Mushta"q f

Ikhtiraq

al-Af(q,

of one who could not travel
himself).
(the book of the travels
Idrisi
mentioned
that Mogadishu was a significant
port in the
its role was as intermediary
between
and among others,
region,
for Indian
Ocean products.
the east and west trading
centers
The Arabic text
of this
remains
unpubbook, to my knowledge,
lished.3
economic
states
and their
More details
about the Somali
cit"

account
role are found in Ibn Sa Id's (1213-1286)
and political
Kita-b Bast aZ-Ard fT aZ-TzU wa-aZ-CArd (The Book of the exten-

He considered
and latitudes).
sion of the land on longitudes
in the early
Islamic
center
Islamic
Mogadishu as the biggest
the city
or center
of Islam.
it: Madirnat al-islam,
era, and calls
the Somali city
states
The commercial
and trade between
relations
are menArabian Peninsula
the Gulf,
and the Southern
and India,
in numerous Arab sources
of the period.
tioned
beIn addition,
showed the interrelation
Ibn al-Mujawir
and Madagascar
tween Aden, Mogadishu,
(Qumur): "from Aden
Kilwa,
to
from Mogadishu
is one Mawsim (Monsoon),
there
to Mogadishu
Kilwa is a second Mawsim, and from Kilwa to al-Qumur is a third
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~ Aja'ib
in his TuYfat al-Dhahab
Mawsim."5
f
Al-DimashqT
al-Bar
there
of Iba [the Maldives]
wa al-Bahr
"among the islands
says:
is an island
which produces
Banana and Sugar Cane. . .and it is
on their
of merchants
the target
Yemen, and
way to Hurmuz, India,
and Abyssinia."
Mogadishu al-Zinj

III
The Formation

of

Islamic

Centers

in the very early
to Abyssinia
If the immigration
years of
of Muslims with the Horn of
the first
contact
Islam represented
source
is a first-hand
aZ-S'ra
Ibn Hishim's
Africa,
al-Nabawiyyah
The Somaliland
a part of the Arab world
issue.
on this
forming

is very clear

in Ibn Hawqal's

map of Diyar al-CArab

(the

Arab

the above-mentioned
Besides
Homeland).
map of Diyar al- Arab
drew other
different
Ibn Hawqal also
maps of the Muslim World,
and also a map of the World in his Kitab STrat aZ-Ard (the Shape
in Leiden in 1938.
of the Earth).
This work was printed
(d. 990) in his Ahsan al-Taq5asm fT Macrifat alAl-MaqdisT
to
pointed
very clearly
Geography),
AqTaZm (on World Regional
of Soof Muslim centers
the existence
along the coastal
strip
in the
Muslim center
Zeila
as the biggest
and mentioned
malia,
As well,
Autal
(d. 905) in his al(Awdal) land.
al-YaCqibi
to mention
BuZdjn (The Countries)
Arabic writer
was the first
in the Berber coast.
Zeila
as a Muslim center
onwards Muslim scholars
From the thirteenth
began
century
to the
related
and issues
on the history,
geography,
writing
Muslim world using
a new and different
approach.
They started
that they had witnessed,
had been
the information
all
putting
sources
from other written
told to them, or had been collected
Most
into huge books called
"Al-MawsTiah"
(the Encyclopaedias).
some information
about
Muslim writings
contained
of that style
But the most imSomaliland
and Muslims of the Horn of Africa.
Somalia
was the one written
of the MawsuCah to mention
portant
Entitled
Mas-Zik al-Absar
(1301-1349).
by Ibn Fadl al-cUmari
us detailed
this
information
gives
al-Amsacr,
fiMamalik
MawsuCah
about the formation
of early
in the hinterland
Muslim centers
of
the Horn of Africa.
this
work remains
Unfortunately
unpublished.
as Ms. in Oxford University
A copy of it is available
Library
(Ms. Pococke
191, Bod.).
Ibn Sacrd and Aba al-Fida's
Then Ibn Khaldun,7
recalling
about the early
additional
information
accounts,8
provided
days
of the region.
of Muslim rulers
Ibn Batuta
is unique among the travelers
of his
(1304-1377)
His descriptions
are more accurate
and his analyses
more
time.
From his account
we learn
that Somali Muslim centers
plausible.
were giving
from far
to education.
Students
great
importance
was
and food,
and Ibn Batuta himself
were given
lodgings
places
to
in the students'
house in Mogadishu
lodged
during his visit
in 1331.
are
which took place
His eyewitness
accounts
Somalia,
in his book, Tuhfat al-Nazzar
recorded
fr Ghara'b al-Amsar Wa-
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CAja'b aZ-Asfar,
Batuta).9

known as

"RihZat

Ibn

(Voyages

Batuta"

of

Ibn

IV
Between

The Struggle

Islam

and

Christianity

in

the

Horn

As we have already
from
Islam was spreading
inland
seen,
the coast
the Shabelle
and the Juba, using
along the main rivers,
the Zeila-Harar
route
trade
into the highlands
of Abyssinia
and,
from the sixth
of Islam,
century
founding
kingdoms known as "MaAlal-IslgmT"
mnlik al-Tiriz
(the edge of Muslim kingdoms).
one of the authoritative
accounts
(1364-1442)
Maqrizr
provided
of the struggle
the Muslim sultanates
between
and Christian
king-

doms in his
(a survey
important

AZ-IZmcm man bi Ard al-Habashah

Min MulLJTaZ-IsZ
7m,

It is also
of the Moslem Princes
in Abyssinia).
to mention
called
another
book by the same author

Dhahab aZ-Masbik

very
AZ-

ff Dhikr man Hajja min aZ-KhuZafS'wa-aZ-MuZl7k

and kings who went on the Pilgrimage
(a book on those
caliphs
This book contains
collected
1435-1437).
during
interviews,
by
the author
over these
three years
of his own stay in Mecca, with
Affrom many parts
of the Muslim world and especially
pilgrims
this
rica.
who has studied
scholar
H~mid cImarah is another
issue and his book CAZ3q-t al-Dawlah al-MamZukiyah bi al-Duwal
of Egypt
between
the Mamluk state
(the relations
al-Ifr'qiyah
and the African
covers
the relations
between
States),
Egypt and
the Mamluk Dynasty.
Abyssinia
during
No less
as a source
is the encyclopaedic
type of
important
book by al-Qalqashandl
known as SubhT aZ-ACsha
(1355-1481)
f7
and the
Sinacat
This book is in fourteen
al- Insha'.
volumes,
with the Muslim Sul5, 6, and 8 deals
major part of volumes
with Christian
of the Horn of Africa
tanates
and their
struggle
and geographMuslim historians
Kingdoms of Abyssinia.
Although
ers devoted
and the
much attention
to the Muslims of east Africa
between
Isof the relations
account
Horn, the most significant
in the region
is Tuhfat aZ-Zaman, known as
lam and Christianity
of
The importance
of Abyssinia).
(the conquest
Futuh aZ-Habasha
was an eyewitness
this
book is that Shihab al-Din,
the writer,
which he recorded,
the
to many of the events
as he accompanied
1506
in Abyssinia
between
Imam (Ahmad Gurey) in his conquests
and 1542.10
of the Muslim Sultanates
After
the defeat
by the Ethiopians
into a new
enters
the history
of the region
and the Protuguese,
of Ibn
The writings
the epoch of Portuguese
domination.
epoch
1 and
best
the
Arabic
considered
are
M~jid
Sulayman al-Mahari12
in the Indian
Ocean as well
on the history
of seafaring
accounts
of Portuguese
as on the history
book,
expansion.
Al-Nahrawali's

is another important
AZ-Barq al-YamnTJ fT aZ-Fath aZUthmant,
source
on the expansion
of both powers
of the age, the Ottomans
and the Portuguese,
Indian
Ocean.
This

Ghazawat al-Jaraikisah

and their
interests
book was published

wa-al-Atrak

in the Red Sea and the
under the title
first

ff Junub Bilad al-JazTrah
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and Turkish
in the southern
Arabian Peninsu(Jarkish
conquests
la).13
resentment
the Portuguese
Catholic
against
Ethiopian
Church,
and their
for an alliance
with the Yemenis who were strugdesire
the Ottomans,
are well described
in al-Haymi's
gling
against
STrat al-QadT Sharaf al-DTn al-Hasan Bin CAlZ Bin
(1609-1659)

al-Hasan
(Sharaf

called

ft DukhTlihi Ard al-Habashah,

al-Din's

Report

from

Abyssinia

Kitab Tuhfat al-Muja-hidz n

known as S7rat
.

Zayn al-DTn's

al-Habashah
book

ff Ba d AhwlZ al-BurtuqlEiyy~n

is another
(Resistance
against
Portuguese
Expansion)
important
Arab source
on Portuguese
activities
cenduring the sixteenth
wrote a book called
bi-STrat
AZAl-Sallml
tury.
Tuhfdt al-ACyan
and life
of Omani dynasties).
This comprises
EUmmdn(The history
two volumes.
The first
volume is exclusively
devoted
to the hisan account
of the Portuguese
there
as
tory of CUman and provides
cc
well as the history
of the Bu Sacid dynasty
in both CUmin and
east Africa.14

V
Egyptian

Sources

had a special
interest
in the Horn of AfEgypt has always
In addition
rica.
to the economic
and strategic
of
importance
the Horn to Etypt to the Somalis
the nearest
Egypt was always
Muslim state
to help them defend
Islam and ot offer
powerful
attack
from Ethiopia.
On the
support
against
any dangerous
other hand Egypt not only had a significant
but
Coptic minority
the nomination
of the Abuna of the Ethiopian
Church was tradiconducted
from Egypt,
and very often
the Abuna himself
tionally
was Egyptian.
Therefore
relations
with the people
of
Egypt's
the Horn was and still
remains
and fragile.
very sensitive
to maintain
a balance
between
its
Egypt used enormous effort
economic
(the Nile and the Sudan) and its strategic
interests
entrance
of Red Sea and the Indian
(southern
and its reOcean),
interests
of Somalia
and Eritrea
and the Copts
(Muslims
ligious
of Ethiopia).
as well as Egyptologists,
have paid significant
Egyptians,
attention
in their
to the Horn of Africa
in general
and
writings
to Somalia
in particular.
In this
paper we are not interested
in all Egyptian
but specifically
in Arabic.15
those
writings,
From the seventeenth
to the late
century
eighteenth
century,
Arabic
sources
related
to Somalia
were limited,
to
owing partly
the downfall
of the Muslim kingdoms of the region,
and partly
because
the Portuguese
disconnected
the maritime
trade
between
Somalia
and Muslim World when they changed the route from the
Red Sea to the Cape.
The Somalis
were overpowered
by Ethiopians
from the north and Portuguese
from the south.
There were also
other
factors
which contributed
to this
such as the colonial
in the Indian
competition
the
Ocean, especially
by Portugal,
and France,
while
the Ottomans,
as the strongest
Netherlands,
Muslim power of the time,
were focusing
their
interests
on
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the Indian
Ocean to Portugal.
Europe,
leaving
But with the beginning
of the nineteenth
new stircentury
in the life
were evident
of the Muslim world.
These stirrings
showed themselves
in two ways:
the emergence
of
rings
first,
movements calling
for the renaissance
of Islam.
The
religious
most significant
of these
were the Wahabis and Sanusis,
which
were militant,
and the Qadiriyyah
and Ahmadiyyah,
which were
The second was the remarkable
of Egyptian
renaissance
passive.
with his ambition
to create
a powerpower under Muhammad Ali,
ful Muslim Egypt.
The events
of this
are well documented
in reports
period
of Egyptian
to Somalia,
of the
and then in the papers
expeditions
later
in
servants
Egyptian
Governors,
men, and civil
military
from 1822 to 1885.
Somaliland
of
These are kept in the Archives
various
historical
and geographical
The
associations.
Egyptian
of these
documents
were made known by Egyptian
schomajor parts
lars
of the late nineteenth
and the early
centuries
twentieth
such as Muhamad Sabrt in his AZ-Imbr-aturiyah
f$ alaZ-Sud(niyah
Qarn al-2TsiC
Empire of the nineteenth
CAshar (on the Sudanese
This work was published
in Cairo in 1948 and covers
century).
in Sudan which reached
the Egyptian
central
Africa,
expansion
the Red Sea regions,
and Somliland
down to Port IsmaCil
(now
SabrT wrote another
book on Somaliland
called
Misr fT
Kismayo).

IfrTqiya

al--Sharqiyyah

-Harar,

Zdilac,

Barbara-

(Egypt in East

- Harar,
Africa
on the Egyptian
Berbera)
Zeila,
focusing
istration
in the three major cities
of northern
Somalia.lb
The nineteenth-century
was also
Egyptian
expansion

ted by Shawqi al-Jamal

in Misr wa-al-Bahr

al-Ahmar fi

admindocumen-

aZ-Nisf

al-

Ashar (Egypt and The Red Sea in the
aZ-Qarn al-ZTsiCC
Thani'Min
second half
of the nineteenth
century).
T-rTkh Kashf Ifr-&qiya
of the Exploration
and Colonization
(The History
wa-Istiomaraha
of Africa)
is another
work by al-Jamal.
The former
important
was specifically
on the Red Sea region
the latter
covers
whereas
in Africa
all Egyptian
activities
on the one hand, and the Euroactivities
on the continent
on the other.
pean colonial
The partition
of Somaliland
is well
studied
Yahya.
by Jalal

His aZ Tan-fus

aZ-IstiCmrz

fz Sharq IfrTqiya

(The Scramble for

East Africa)
for
a thorough
of the scrample
represents
analysis
the eastern
A separate
part of Africa.
study by the same author
on the partition
of Somaliland
is his al-Tanafus
aZ-DawZT fT
for Somaliland).
competition
Bilad
aZ-STmVl (The international
exAs the reign
of Khedive
Ismnacil was marked by the Egyptian
of the nineteenth
book
al Raf i's
pansion
century,
Abdal-Rahmrn
on that epoch CAsr IsZma Z (The Era of Ismail)
is a detailed
account of Egyptian
in Somalia,
as well as in other
administration
of occupied
Africa.17
parts
on
The trend towards
on specific
cases
or issues
writing
in Rajab Harraz's
Somalia
book aZ-Tawassuc
al-It.ZF
appears
fT

Sharq Ifr-qiya

wa-Ta'sls

Mustacmaratay

Eritrya

wa-al-S?7mEH

in East Africa
of its
and the Foundation
Expansion
a d Somalia).
Eritrea
the author menHere,
although
Colonies:
tions
the early
with Egypt,
his
relations
of the two colonies
on Italian
in the Horn of
was to focus
colonialism
major concern
(Italian
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of colonial
On the issue
studied
Harraz also
history
in another
Somaliland
wastudy,
Ifr'qiya
al-Sharquiyya
and European Colonization).
al-Urubbi
(East Africa
al-IstiCm-r
seem to some extent
limited
The Arabic sources
regarding
the economic,
of Somalia,
and social
but
geographic,
aspects
issues
these
were never excluded
from the political
and histormost history
ical
books did not speciwritings.
Nevertheless,
cover economics
or geography.
CAbd al-Fatt?h
HindT's
fically
is one of the best
of Somalia),
Jughrafiyat
aZ-SuTmalZ (Geography
In addition,
books in this
field.
Hindi published
another
book
Africa.
British

on Somali history

called
fiT al-cUsur al-Qadimah
al-Suimal
Tdri-kh
of Somaliland)
which remains
one of the best
(The Early History
accounts
on early
Somali history,
and especially
on Somali/Egyptian relations.
Along the same lines
CAbd al-MunCim CAbd al-HalTm wrote a
both the history
and geography
of
comprehensive
study treating
them together
and published
as al-Jumhwriyyah
Somalia,
al-Sial"southern
re(The Somali Republic's
iyyah
"al-IqZl1-m al-Junubi"
us detailed
information
and a very
CAbd al-Mun im gives
gion").
accurate
account
of the geography
and history
of Somalia,
with
abundant
and graphs.
His
illustrations,
maps, sketches,
tables,
was on the former Italian
Somaliland.
geographic
emphasis
CAbd
al-Hallm
anotehr
book called
which
(Somalia)
published
al-Sm-ml
us general
information
about Somalia
as a whole.
The
gives
author
his M.A. in history
with a thesis
entitled
thenCgained
Dirasah

Zi- AZaqat Misrah aZ-Qadimah bi-BilZd

Bunt (A Study on

the Ancient
with Puntland).
Relations
A similar
work
Egyptian
followed
which
al-Smna7
by cAbd al-MunCim Yunus called
(Somalia),
with the geopolitics
deals
of Somaliland
and its
in
importance
world politics.
the economics
of Somalia,
R1shid al-Barr-wT
wrote
Regarding
two significant
studies
of the Somali economy.
The first
was
End and
(The Greater
Somalia,
al-SumdZ al-Kab5&r Haqtqah wa-Hadaf
Al-Barrawl
intended
this
the econReality).
study to describe
omic resources
of Somalia,
and the future
of the
possibilities
Somali economy after
The second was al-Simzl
alindependence.
and PhilosoJadid Falsafah
wa-Amal (The New Somali,
Prosperity
The importance
of this
it appeared
a decade
phy).
study is that
after
the first,
at a time which marked the end of an era of
Somali history:
the end of a democratic
capitalist
economy and
the beginning
of a military
socialist-oriented
era.
the religious
of Somalia, 18 Shaykh cAbd
Concerning
aspects
Allah al-Mushid's
known
as
report
Taqr'r CAn Ahwal AZ Pluslimin

f" Bilad

wa-Eritrya

wa-al-Habasha

(Report on the Condi-

al-Szm7aZ
tion of Muslims
in Somalia,
Eritrea
and Abyssinia),
was the outcome of eyewitness
information
and interviews
conducted
by an
Al-Azhar
commission
which reported
on Islamic
condiUniversity
tions
in the Horn of Africa
in 1948.
Shaykh CAbd Allah al-Mushid
was the head of the commission.
In the early
1960s Muhammad al-MuCtasim
a
Sayyid published
of Sayyid Muhammad CAbd Allah Hassan,
the hero of the
biography
Somali Dervish
entitled
Mahd al-Szm~il
(The Mahdi of
movement,
Somalia).
A1-MuCtasim also published
fr Sharq
Duwal Islsmiyyah
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- Harar wa-al-S-umal
in East Africa
(Muslim States
IfrTqiya
in which his theme was that Harar and SomaHarar and Somalia),
in the
Muslim states
the two most powerful
lia were historically
cAbd al-Sabbur
(A Guerregion.
Marzi"q's Tha'ir Min al-SumaZ
the Dervish
from Somalia)
examines
rilla
movement as a religious
About Christian
one.
movement rather
than as a nationalistic
in Somalia and the role of al-Azhar
missionaries
in the region,
al-Sumal"
is a good
"al-Islam
Shayk CAb al-Rahmdn al-Najjar's
fii
account
on the subject.19
Council
for SoEgypt was a member of the U.N.'s
Advisory
malia20
and the role of the Egyptian
and their
representatives
with Somalia
in Ahmad Baha' al-DTn's
relations
are discussed
Mu'amarah f7 IfrTqiya
in Africa),
on the
(Plot
which focuses
of Kamal al-Din
the Egyptian
assassination
Salah,
representain Mogadishu
tive
to the U.N. Advisory
Council
from 1954 to
in
1957.
of Mr. Kamnl al-D5in,
The biography
and his activities
in AZ-ShahT'd Kamal al-Din
Somalia are collected
(The MarSalah
Nasir's
written
Hafiz.
Salah)
tyr Kamal al-Din
by Abu al-Hajjaj
in
in Africa,
in Somalia,
is well documented
role
and generally

MuhammadFa'iq's
Nasir

CAbdi N~sir wa-al-Thawrah

al-Ifr-qiyya

(Abdi

and the African
RevoLution).
have
Somali literature,
scholars
Regarding
many Egyptian
to it,
but the relation
between
Somali literaattention
given
is esgecially
well examined
ture and Arabic
by Himid Zuhayr alA book by
in his fi- Rubu al-Simal
Somalia).
(Across
Babill
is one of
from Somalia)
(Stories
AqasITis Min al-Siumal
Shalabi-,
of Somali stories
which have been translathe best collections
ted into Arabic.

VI
The Role

of

Somalis

in Writing

Their

Heritage

common
The Somalis
share with the Arabs common ancestors,
a common nomadic
a common geographical
region,
features,
physical
Islam is considered
and above all a common religion.
heritage,
between
Somalis
in the close
links
factor
the most important
Somalis
of Islam,
Since the adoption
and Arabs.
began recording
Arabic
in the Arabic language,
and for centuries
their
affairs
This is very
could write.
that Somalis
was the only language
and
from Somali business
clear
inheritances,
contracts,
waqfis,
the like.
The "Duksi"
(Koranic
schools)
prepared
many macallimis
role in diminishing
who played
a significant
teachers)
(Qur'anic
of Islam
as ell
as in the diffusion
of illiteracy,
the levels
of the schools
was folThe development
the region.
throughout
of many Somali Muslim centers,
formation
lowed by the gradual
and Harar.
such as Mogadishu,
Bali,
Merca, Barawa, Bardhera,
in education,
belief
Islam has a strong
by many hadiths
supported
for knowledge
to search
the faithful
where the Prophet
enjoined
to
to the grave,
even if it entails
from the cradle
traveling
Sothis
the furthest
tradition,
Following
imaginable.
places
from one Islamic
considerable
distances
traveled
often
malis
students
a "Hir" for immigrant
to another,
and even joined
center
in Mecca, Medina,
such as those
outside
in centers
Somalia,
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in Al-Azhar
A riw&q (portico)
and Damascus.
Baghdad,
mosque
of the mosque of the CUmayyads at Damascus were
and a section
for students
from Zeila.Zl
reserved
specifically
in the context
in Somalia
was obtained
of
Knowledge
largely
such as theology,
Islamic
Arabic
studies--subjects
philosophy,
of the Prophet,
and history.
The sole
grammar, the traditions
book on the Hanafi
of thought
authoritative
school
of Islam,

called

Taby7n al-Haqa'iq

Zi-Sharh

Kanz al-DaqJ'iq

(On the Hanafi

is a work written
Somali theologian
Theology)
by the well-known
bin CAli al-Zayla
1 (d. 1342).22
Shaykh'Uthman
Of the traditions
of the Prophet
Mohamed, called
hadiths,
bin Ydsuf bin Muhammad al-Zaylac1
is one of the best
CAbd Allih
editors.
He was a Somali student
of the above-mentioned
Shaykh
Uthman bin CAll al-Zaylac
His Nasb
fT Takhrij AhddTth
al-Rayah comprises
of the Prophet),
four
(On the Traditions-.
al-Hiddyah
volumes. 23
was a nickname
to the students
from east
"JabartU"
given
and among those who left
works are Shaykh
Africa,
outstanding
who served
the Egyptian
Mamluk
(d. 1492 A.D.),
CAll al-JabartT
in different
administrative
and religious
government
positions,
and also
the great-grandfather
Shaykh CAbd al-Rahman
al-Jabartl,
of the famous Egyptian
historian
who served
as a
al-JabartT,
and was also
the President
of the "Riwdq aljudge in Cairo,
in al-Azhar.24
Jabart-i"
In the field
of lieterature
Shaykh CAbd al-Rahmnan alc
the man of his age (d. 1882).25
was considered
His
Zayla
works were numerous but unfortunately
most of them have been
The few which have been published
lost.
concern
Arabic language,
and morphology.
Fath al-Lat7f
Sharh Had-qat algrammar, syntax,
is one of the best books
Tasr~tf (The Syntax of Arabic Language)
in this
In addition,
field.
was a poet,
Shaykh CAbd al-Rahmin
and has numerous collections
on Islamic
most of which
issues,
have been put together
into one volume,
Majmu ah Mushtamalah
(A
Collection).
Complete
The writings
of Shaykh CAbd Allah al-QutbT
are
(1879-1952),
well known in the fields
of theology
and philosophy.
His al-

Majmu ah al-Mubarakah,

known as Nasr al-Mu'minrn

fi- al-Raddi

of the Believers
over
Ala-al-Maradah
(Victory
wa-al-Mulihidin
the Rebellion
of the Heretics),
was written
in response
to the
of new Western
and new religious
orders
appearance
ideologies,
within
and sects
the Muslim world,
among them the WahhSbiyyah
and Salihiyyah.
In the field
of tarajum
(biographies),
Shaykh CAbd al-Rahman
bin Shaykh
with his biographies
of the
Umar is a major author,
saints.
He collected
the s8rah
of Shaykh Aways
(life)
Qadiriyah
in a book called
al-Jawhar
ffKhaaws
al-QadirT
al-Nafis
al-Shaykh
Jewel about the Distinctive
Characters
of
Aways (The Precious
This not only describes
the life
and times of
Shaykh Aways).
detailed
accounts
of how Qadiriyyah
Shaykh Aways, but gives
as well as into other
spread throughout
of east
Somalia,
parts
A similar
Africa.
collection
of information,
written
as a biowas compiled
bN Shaykh
raphy of Shaykh CAbd al-Rahman al-Zaylaci
Abd al-Rahman
under the title
ff
al7-Qalb al-Mutawalli
Rahat
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Manaqib al-Shaykh

Jala'u

al-

(On the

CAbd al-Rahman bin Ahmad al-ZaylaC-

His collections
al-Zaylaci).
Shaykh Aways al-Barawi
yah,
in one volume
i come together

of Shaykh CAbd al-Rahman
Biography
on two prominent
Shaykhs of Qadiri
and Shaykh
Abd al-Rahman
al-Zayla

Aynayn fi Manaqib al-Shaykhayn;

aZ-Shaykh al-WaZiyyi

Haji Aways al-Qddirl wa-aZ-Shaykh al-Kamil CAbdal-Rahman al-

Shaykh Aways al-Qadiri
Zayla i (On the Deeds of the Two Shaykhs:
26
and Shaykh cAbd al-Rahman
al-Zaylaci).
in a valuable
treated
and poems are also
Shaykh Aways' life
of poems) in praise
book called
(a collection
Majmu at al-Qasa'id
and of Shaykh CAbd al-Qadir
of Allah,
of the prophets,
al-Jilani,
and
Sha kh CAbd al-Rahman
al-Shashi,
by Shaykh Aways al-Qadiri,
the poems that Shaykh
Besides
Abd al-Rahman
i.
Shaykh
al-Zayla
he also
composed many poems in the Mai
Aways wrote in Arabic,
with
of the Somali language,
five
of which were written
dialect
an Arabic script.27
(The Struggle),
by Ibrahim Hashi Mahamud
Kifah al-Hayat
life
of the author's
and his own views
is an account
(d. 1973),
for example,
issues
of pre-independence
on the vital
Somalia,
into a written
how to put the Somali language
form, the idea of
in the Horn.
Hashi
and the power struggle
a Greater
Somalia,
albook called
another
also published
bi-Lughat
al-Sumaliyah
in the Language of Quran)
in which he advocated
(Somali
'-ur'an
A
the possibility
of writing
Somali using
an Arabic script.
of Shaykh cAbd al-Rahman
collection
Suff's
(1829-1905)
poems in
his life
have
Arabic on many different
issues
and covering
story
been gathered
Mulhammad SufT in a book known as
by his grandson
IZa SablZ al-Rashad
(The Guide to the Straight
DaliZ al-clbad
(The Guide to Allah).
Path) or Murshid al-AIbab
IZI Rab aZ-Arbab
of Shaykh Nur Husayn,
The biography
known as "Shaykh Husayn
and
has been collected
Baliyal"
by Haj Yusuf CAbd aledited al-Qulub fi Dhikr Manaqib
Rahman in a volume called
Kitab Rab-i

wa-Fada'il
Shaykh

Sayyidna

Nur Husayn).

book entitled

al-Shaykh
This

book

Nuzhat al-Asrar

NzurHusayn (The Life
is

bound

wa-Tahdrat

Story of

with

together

al-Aqdar

another

fi Mandqibihi

(On the Miracles
wa-Fadd'ilihi
of Shaykh Nur Husayn).
A remarkable
of writing
the
discussion
of the possibilities
Somali language
an Arabic script
was produced
using
by al-Sheikh
Muhammad cAbdi Makdhil in a book entitled
Inshd'
al-Mukatabat

al-CAsriyah

fP al-Lughah

al-Su'aliyah

(Somali

Correspondence

A sinilar
Through Arabic
study was undertaken
by Sacid
Script).
cUthman Gulayd in AZ-faz CArabiyah fi al-Lughah al-S7~E liyyah
Words in the Somali Language:
A Field
(Arabic
Bahth Maydani
Study).
In addition,
work entitled
Sacid has written
another
Yawmiyyat
in which he discusses
the crucial
(A Somali Diary)
SmalZiyah
which he
the Somali people,
such as tribalism,
facing
problems
felt
was a major obstacle
to development.
In the field
there
is Sharif
of history
CAydards (1894-1960),

the author

of Bughyat al-Amal
f7-

TarIkh

(The History

al-Sm~?7Z
which contains
about early
of Somalia),
information
Somali kingdoms and institutions.
Aw Jamac CUmar CIssa then published
a
book entitled
Tarikh al-Szumal fi acaiyural-WustE wa-al-Hadithah
It is a fine
of Somalia).
and Modern History
(The Medieval
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of Somalia with a special
book on the general
emphasis
history
Aw Jama published
movement.
of the Dervish
on the history
another book called Tar'kh Zucama' al-Harakah al-Siyasiyah
fT
Moveof the Somali Political
of the Founders
(History
al-Sumal
a book on the life
In 1966 he published
The SYL Case).
ments:
of
Commander-in-Chief
the first
Daud Abdulla
of General
Hirsi,
the Somali army, who died in 1964, entitled
TarTzkh al-Liwa'
took over in 1969 he wrote a book
the military
After
Da'ud.
entitled
Thawrat 21

Oktobar,

Asbabuha,

Ahdafuh

wa-Munjazatuha

21 Revoluof the October
and Achievements
(Causes,
Objectives
is
work on Somali history
Aw Jama 's most recent
tion).
of Mogadishu).
Mad5nat Muqdishu MadThd- wa-Hadiriha
(History
disof the Somali-Ethiopian
On the historical
background
account
is a detailed
by All Ahmad Nur, who was
pute there
entitled
known as "TrabulsT,"
al-IthyibTi
al-Sim?na
al-Niz&a
of the So(The Historical
al-Judhur
Background
al-Tar1khiyah
The most important
study
part of this
Dispute).
mali-Ethiopian
with the 1977/78
is that which deals
Ogaden War.
a book,
has published
known as "Turyare,"
Muhamud cAli,
(The Case of the Horn of Africa),
Qadiyyat
al Qarn al Ifriqa
as well
at the Somali-Ethiopian
which looks
problems
boundary
In 1974 the
from the legal
as the Somali-Kenya
side.28
dispute
a book by Shaykh Ahmad Abd Alldh
Somali government
published
Rirash called Kashf al-SuddlZ CAn Tarirkh al-SumZl wa-Mamdlikihim
which
Seven Kingdoms)
and its
of Somalia
(A History
al-SabCah
of the Horn, and especiMuslim kingdoms
the medieval
discusses
Another good record
of the region.
in the interior
those
ally
Abd Allah
of the 1977/78
by Ibrahim
Ogaden War is presented
alMuhammad, nicknamed
al-HazTmah
"Mah," in his book called

Thalithah

al-Kifdh

al-Tar1khk

Zi al-Sumal

al-GharbT

(The Third

of Western
The Historical
Somalia).
Struggle
for
of Ahmad Shaykh MuIsa are very important
The writings
In his al-Tharwat
in Somalia.
the economic
issues
al DayiCah
#F al-Sumdl
the great
in Somalia)
he discusses
(Livestock
poof livestock
for the Somali economy.
tential
Another book by
in Somalia)
focuses
the same author,
(Cotton
fic al-Sum~7
al-Qutn
and puts special
on agriculture
as another
resource,
significant
In
of cotton
as a principal
on the potential
product.
emphasis
left
us a valuable
Ahmed Shaykh Musa also
the field
of politics
book with his Hizb AZZah Am Hizb aZ-Shaytan
(The Party of God or
of the Devil).
with the
official
contact
Somalia's
Throughout
history
Forein the Arabic language.
outside
world was long conducted
the use of
Somalia
were able to contact
through
solely
igners
that
can be found in the fact
The best example of this
Arabic.
had an
Somalis
and foreigners
between
all colonial
agreements
be it Italian,
the colonial
Arabic text beside
language,
either
or leaders
Somali officials
or French.
signed
English,
was considered
and this
seal on the Arabic version,
or put their
occurred
if any misunderstanding
later
as the original
regarding
In addition,
Arabic was the
of the Agreement.29
any clause
of the Somali
the leaders
between
of correspondence
language
and the colonial
colonial
movements
militant
occupation,
fighting
Defeat:
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officials
or military),
as well as between
the Somali
(civil
of the different
And until
three
de30
shaykhs
tarwqa orders.
cades ago all normal family
or social
between
correspondence
Somalis
were conducted
almost
in Arabic,
and the
exclusively
trees
of Somali genealogy,
births
and deaths
as well as any
other
or issues
dates
in Arabic.
were all recorded
significant
The official
colonial
such as Corriere
period
newspapers
della
in the former Italian
and Ii Popolo
colony
always used
Somalia
both Italian
and Arabic,
as did Akhbar al-swma(the Somaliland
where both English
and Arabic were
News) in British
Somaliland,
used.
Arabic was also used in the records
of the Somali political parties.
Their constitutions,
were
and petitions
by-laws,
in Arabic,
written
and even their
emblems and names were assowith Arab political
ciated
and Muslim movements.
organizations
The Young Somali Movement (SYC) which emerged in Somalia
during
the early
1940s developed
as the emergence
along the same lines
of the young Arabs'
Al Fatat during
the 1920s.
The sword,
cresand star used in the Hizbiyah
are also
(H.D.M.S.)
cent,
flag
emblems of Arab and Muslim movements.
Both the Somali
typical
Muslim League and the Somali National
League were political
movements
all over the
drawing on Muslim reformists
ideology
Muslim world reacting
colonialism
and Christianization.3
against
the party anthems of these
Moreover,
groups were all sung in
such as "YS Ayyuhg
of the Somali Youth League
Arabic,
Sunriliyun"
of the HDMS.
(SYL), and "Salam CAlaykum Ya Sayfu al-Islam"
The newspapers
of the Somali political
parties
were also
in Arabic,
of the SYL, al-Sha
b of the SDU, and
al-Wahdah
e.g.
of the SNL.
Almost all of these
al-Qarn
papers were
al-Ifriqand appeared
until
were
popular
regularly
political
parties
banned in 1969 by the Supreme Revolutionary
Council
after
the
takeover.
in Somalia
were
military
Many of the private
papers
in Arabic,
also
for example,
and
al-TalZcah,
al-Shacb,
Ittihad

aZl-Haq'qah.
When the Somalis
of the former Italian
were
Somaliland
first
consulted
about the future
of their
official
language
and the medium of instruction
in their
schools
they overwhelmchose Arabic.32
docuofficial
ingly
During the colonial
period
ments came to be written
in both Arabic and the colonial
lanand even after
the tradition
with
guage,
independence
continued,
both Arabic and Italian
documents.
being used in all official
The use of Arabic as an official
diminished
language
gradually
and it was overtaken
for a period,
by English
though it was
used together
with English
until
But once again
1972.
it has
come back to being the only other official
in Somalia
language
today.33
In general,
most Somali government
(if not
publications
all)
more, European
appear in Arabic and in one, or sometimes
the advent
as well as in Somali since
of a Somali
language
in 1972.
whether
if a Somali wrote anything,
script
Therefore,
it was normally
in Arabic.
or officially,
written
privately
1970s did Somali writings
in non-Arabic
lanOnly in the late
begin to appear in any number.34
guages
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(History
Tarlkh al-Sgdan
Just as the word "Abyssinia"
was used by
1904).
(Cairo,
the early
Arab writers
for all inhabitants
of the Horn of
and sometimes
Africa,
Eritrea,
including
Ethiopia,
Somalia,
for the east African
the word "Sudan"
Region in general,
is used by Egyptian
scholars
to indicate
the Nile Valley
which covers
region,
again not only the Sudan of today,
but also
the Horn of Africa,
as well as east Africa
in
general.
About advances
in these
areas during
Isma il's
see
reign
also Isma iil bi-munasabat Khamszn CAiam CAlc Wafatih (The
50th Anniversary
of Ismacil's
a collection
of
Death),
for that occasion
Dfr al-Kutub
al(Cairo:
papers
presented
and Jalil
Misr al-Ifrqiyah
1945),
Misriyah,
YahyzF,
wa-alC
Atma al-Isti .Cmariyah fi- al-Qarn al-Tasi .C Ashar (African
c_
Dir al-Ma arif,
(Cairo:
1967).
Egypt)
Here we treat
books and studies
which deal specifically
with religious
matters
the nineteenth
and twentieth
during
centuries
since
all books and studies
which treat
Somali
to Islam.
history
usually
give significant
coverage
served
in Somalia
CAbd al-Rahman
as
Al-Shaykh
al-Najjir
of the al-Azhar
Mission
from 1958-1967.
Since
president
then he has served
as director
of the Bureau of Mosques in
Egypt.
It is an organ to aid and advise
the administering
authoron all matters
to the po1950-1960)
ity
(Italy
relating
and educational
advancement
of
litical,
economic,
social,
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of
of the Somali territory,
the inhabitants
and consisted
from Colombia,
and from the Philiprepresentatives
Egypt,
pines.
use "Zeilais"
sometimes
to refer
to all
Muslim scholars
the Muslims of east Africa,
as they used "Abyssinia"
just
or "Sudan" for all of black Africa.
for the same region
since
the majority
of Muslims in the region
are
However,
in the SoSomalis
of Zeila
is located
and the city
itself
students
would be
mali territory,
the majority
of "Zeilai"
the
One might ask about the difference
between
Somalis.
of Somalia and that of Yemen and why the "Zeilais"
Zeila
the locations
are not from Yemen instead.
Geographically
of the two cities
are well defined.
In addition
to that,
Yemeni students
in alhad their
separate
Riwaq (Portico)
Azhar and elsewhere.
For these
Riwaqs see Muhanmad Haji
- The Case of
of Writing
History
'Mukhtar, "Methodology
50-51.
Somalia"
Lafoole
1978),
(unpublished,
College
Details
about the biography
of Shaykh
Uthman al-Zayla
i
in Ibn HIajar al-cAsqallahni's
are well preserved
al-Durar

al-Kaminah

23.

24.

f

Akhbar al-Miyah

al-Thaminah

(A Biographical

of the Noted Men of the Eighth
Century of Islam)
alDa'irat
al-Macgrif
Haydar Abid: Hatbacat
1929),
3: 61-62,
and Muhammad CAbd
CUthmaniyah bi-al-Hind,
al-Ijayy
fiT Tarfajum alal-Bahiyah
al-LaknawT, al-Fawa'id
of Hanafi
(Cairo:
(The Biographies
Shaykhs)
Hanafiyah
115-16.
For more specific
Matba'at
al-Sacadah,
1906),
on Zeilai
see Shaykh Abi "Muhamrmad
alaccounts
figures
Tayyib bin cAbd All-h,
Qiladat
al-Nahr
f-i Wafay?t ACyan
MS. Dar
al-Dahr
(The Remembrance of Noted Men) (6 vols.:
167
No.
al-Kutub
[T-rikh]).
al-Misriyah,
See Ibn Hajar,
Jalil
2:310-11;
al-Durar,
al-Di-n al-Suyiitf,
AbU Bakr
Husn aZl-Muhadarah,
1: 151; and Taqiyyu al-Dfn
of Sunni
(The Biography
al-TamimT,
al-Sunniyyah
al-Tabaqat
MS. No.
Cairo:
Dir al-Kutub
al-Misriyah
Men), (4 vols.:
540 [Tirikh]).
see Mahammad Qandil,
For more details
about Jabartis
of al-Jabarti)
(Cairo:
(The History
Tar kh al-JabartT
and Muhammad Muhlamud Al-Sayid,
1958),
Matabic al-Shacb.
on the Life of Abdurahman alJabrah Wa Jabart
(Article
cAbd al-Rahman al-JabartT
the Historian)
Jabarti
(Cairo:
It
seems
that Riwaq al-Jabarti
1976).
Dirasat
wa-Buhuth,
than Riwaq
for the Somali students
rather
was exclusively
the
Or possibly
for
majority.
they
represented
al-Zaglai,
the ninesome time before
the two Riwaqs were integrated
as the Jabarti
under Riwaq al-Jabarti,
teenth
family
century
details
For further
of this
the presidency
dominated
Riwaq.
Abd al-Rahman
see
al-JabartT,
CAja'ib
fi alal-Athar
known as Tar'kh al-Jabartl
(History
Tarajum wa-al-Akhbar,
The name of this
of Jabarti)
1905).
Riwaq was
(Cairo,
and its chairmanship
then changed to "Riwaq al-SIm-iliyy1n"
at the beginning
to a Somali national
was given
eventually
see
about this matter
For further
details
of this
century.
of
al-Ma arif
Islam),
(Encyclopaedia
Da'irat
al-Islamiyah
Dictionary
(4 vols.:
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26.
27.
28.
29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
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and
Enrico
6: 278-80;
4:483-88;
"Somaliland,"
Cerulli,
ElI,
2: 355-57.
David Ayalon,
El2,
"al-Djabarti,"
Abd al-Rahman
i, born at Godle in
Ahmad al-Zayla
Shaykh
On
Somalia.
Alta
of Bakool
the region
Giuba),
(formerly
He rehe went to and from Hijaz via Harar.
pilgrimage
and moved to the southwest
mained at Harar teaching
Islam,
at Qulunand teaching,
making his headquarters
preaching
and followers
His students
quul, where he died in 1882.
Order
his gospel
for the Qadiriyah
continued
spreading
him: al-ZayZaCiyah.
under a branch named after
See Shaykh cAbdi cIli,
Rahat al-Qalb
al-Mutawallie,
87.
487.
Cerulli,
"Somaliland,"
wavaluable
another
book, al-Sumal
Turyare has published
and the Non-Aligned
Movement).
(Somalia
al-j5ab1
al-Hiyad
see
and models of these
For further
information
agreements
c
fl alMuhammad Haji Mukhtar,
mar al-ItalT
"TarTkh al-Isti
in Somalia
until
Colonialism
Suma-l Hatta 1908 (Italian
of al-Azhar,
1973).
1908)"
(M.A.,
University
Ferro e Fkoco in Somalia
See F.S.
(Rome, 1931);
Caroselli,
(New York,
The Mad Mullah of Somaliland
Jardine,
Douglas
Somalia:
vari editi
Scritti
Cerulli,
1969),
43, and Enrico
ed inediti
3: 117-51.
(3 vols.:
Rome, 1957),
of the
The Rabitah
movements
are well known in many parts
Muslim World,
and Eritrea.
India,
Pakistan,
including
Somali social
and cultural
About the formation
of early
associations
see Muhammad Haji Mukhtar,
"al-Surmal al-Ittli
Somaliland
(Italian
ff Fatrat
al-Wisayah
HIatta al-Istiqlal
to Independence)"
from the Trusteeship
(Ph.D.,
University
as well as the official
records
of al-Azhar,
1983),
87-106,
Council.
One finds
that most petitions
of U.N. Trusteeship
and presentations
from the Trust Territory
of Somalia
were
in Arabic.
to the United
Nations
presented
the Council
The first
Somali Territorial
Council,
adopted
in February
1951 that Arabic should
be the
a resolution
as well as the media of
official
of the territory
language
in the schools.
For details
about this
see
instruction
222.
Mrukhtar, "al-Siml,"
On 14 February
the Somali Democratic
1974,
joined
Republic
Somali ConstituAs a result
the revised
the Arab League.
the military
clarified
tion
after
takeover
that
completed
of the
both Somali and Arabic are the official
languages
Republic.
dominate.
Mohamed Said Samatar
Again literary
writings
of poems in Italian
and French under
a collection
compiled
e Caduta: I1 a Plu!
La Pioggia
the title
(Rome, 1973).
Nuruddin
From a
Farah brought
out the following
novels:
Rib
A
Needle
Naked
and
1970)
(London,
(London,
Crooked
Sweet and Sour
Tnese were followed
1976).
by his trilogy

Milk,

Sardines,

Close Sesame,

and Maps published

in 1979,

and 1986 respectively.
Siad's
William
collec1983,
1981,
tions
of poems in French are also
there
are
significant:
Khamsine
and Har(Paris,
1959),
(Dakar,
1976),
Cantiques
Then there
are Said Sh. Samatar's
1976).
(Dakar,
moniques
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Somalia until
1973.

1908].

M.A.,

Cairo:

University

of al-Azhar,

fT Fatrat al-Wisdyah Hatti alal-Ittll
"Al-Smuriil
1950-1960."
Somaliland from trustee[Italian
Istiqlal,
Ph.D., Cairo: University
ship to independence 1950-1960].
1983.
of al-Azhar,
fT al-Siu~ml." [The diffusion
of
"Intishar al-Islim
of al-Azhar,
Islam in Somalia].
University
Unpublished,
Cairo: 1972.
"al-Wahdah al-Ifriqiyah
wa-Atharahd CAla al-Harakdt
[African Unity and its impact to the lial-Taharruriyah."
Cairo: African Associaberation movements].
Unpublished,
tion, 1971.
. "Habka Cilmiga ee Baarista Taariikhda."
[The Methothe case of Somalia].
Unpubdology of writing history:
lished paper written in Somali orthography.
Mogadishu:
Department of History,
College of Education (Iafoole),
1978.
-c
fi
Maqsid Kamil.
"al-Sina ah wa-al-Taqah wa-al-Tiknulujiyah
energy,
[Industry,
Bi'at al-Bahr al-Ahmar wa-Khallj cAdan."
in the environment of Red Sea and the gulf
and technology
of Aden].
Paper presented to the ALECSOSymposium on
Marine environment the case of Red Sea and Gulf of Aden,
Cairo 15-17 July 1978.
"Inba' Anba' alAl-San ani, Yahyd Ibn al-Husayn al-Yamani.
cAa-.c
Zaman
[The news of the time in the
fi Tarikh al-Yaman.
MS. no. 1347
of Yemen]." Dir al-Kutub al-Masriyah,
history
in Dar al-Makhtitat,
Another copy is available
(Tdrikh).
This MS. is very important
Cairo, under no. 64 (Tarikh).
on the issues of Muslim sects and orders, where qat, tobacco
Also
and how they diffused.
caffe were first
originated,
in the Indian
data on the appearance of Portuguese fleets
in Machad al-Hakhtutat
Ocean. Another copy is available
64
no.
MS.
(Thrlikh).
al-CArabiyah
Ibn Abd Allih.
"Kitib Qiladat
Al-Shaykh, AbT Muhammadal-Tayib
c -Ic
al-Nahr fi Wafayat ACyn al-Dahr min CUlam' al-Qarn alfiof religious
[The biographies
CAshir li-al-Hijrah."
6 vols.
A
gures (Ulama) of tenth century of al-hijra].
under No. 167
photocopy is in Ddr al-Kutub al-Misriya,
of many Zayla I shaykhs and noted
(Thrikh).
Biographies
men are included.
al-Sunniyah.
"al-Tabaqit
Al-Tamimt, Taqiyyu al-Din Abi Bakr.
Cairo:
MS. no. 549 (Tarikh).
[The Sunni biographies]."
Ddr al-Kutub al-Misriyah.
Alldh.
Al-CUmarI, Shihdb al-DIn Ahmad ibn Yahya ibn Fadl
MS.
Pococke
al-Amsir."
Mamalik
191,
"Masalik al-Absir
ff
Bod. Boxford.
II.

Published

ibn Muhammadal-AnsarT al-Ghazirrl al-Hanball.
CAbd al-Qddir
T
Undat al-Safwah
f-1
Hall al-Qahwah [About the culture

and
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Oral Poetry

and Somali

Nationalism

(London,
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1982),

and

Cisman Keenadiid's
Yasiin
Ina Cabdille
Xassan e la sua
Attivita
Letteraria
and Omar Osman Robleh's
1984),
(Naples,
Le Cercie
et aZ Spirale
memoirs in French,
1984).
(Paris,
In addition
the non-literary
work by Raqiya Haji Dualeh on
the circumcision
and infibulation
of women in Africa,
enin Affliction
Sisters
titled
and Yusuf
(London,
1982),
The Israeli
Dhuhul's
Invasion
1982).
of Lebanon (Djibouti,
To my knowledge
the above are the only books authored
by
which have appeared
in languages
Somalis
other
than Arabic.

B IBLIOGRAPHY

I.

Unpublished

li CAlaqat Misrah al"Dirisah
CAbd al-MunCim CAbd al-Hall-m.
relaQadimah bi Bilgd Bunt [study on the ancient
Egyptian
tion to Puntland]."
Institute
of
M.A., Cairo University,
African
Studies.
1968.
Cairo,
"The Arab Factor
in Somali History,
Hirsi,
CAll Abd al-Rahmrn.
the Origins
And The Development
of Arab Enterprise
and
In The Somali Peninsula."
Cultural
Influence
Ph.D.,
UCLA,
1977.
Al-IdrTsi,
Abi CAbd Allah Muhammad bin Muhammad bin CAbd Allah.
"Kitab Nuzhat al-Mushtaq
[The book of
fi Ikhtiriq
al-Afdq."
the travels
of one who cannot
travel
MS. Pococke
himself].
And in British
Museum Sup375, Arch. O.C. 2 Bod. Oxford.
"Mukhtasar Kitdb Nuzhat al-Mushthq
685, or. 4636.
plement
[The summary of the book of the
fi Ikhtiriq
al-Afaq."
of one who cannot travel
travels
The sections
himself].
to east Africa,
related
the Somali Coasts
particularly
from al-Idrisi's
book, are well
exploited
by C. Guillain

in his Documents sur l'histoire,
commerce de Z'Afrique orientale.

la geographie et le
4 vols.:
1856.
Paris,

Ibn Majid,
Shihlb
al-Din
Ahmad Ibn MBjid al-SacdT.
"Haiwiyat
fT Usdl
and knowIlm al-Bihar."
al-Ikhtisir
[The science
of seas and oceans].
MS. Bibliotheque
ledge
Nationale,
No. 2292.
Paris,
i
Ms. in Leningrad.
ed.
"al-Urjuzah
al-Sufdliyah."
(in
Shomovesky,
published
by Russian
Academy of Science
1957.
Russian).
Leningrad,
abi al-Hasan
Al-Khazraji,
Muwaffaq al-Din
Ali bin abi Bakr alwa-al-Jawhar
al-Mahbik
ZabidT.
al-Hasbuk
fi
"al-CAsjud
wa al-Mul5k."
al-Khulafd'i
Akhbar Sirat
[The life
story
of Caliphs
and Kings].
MS. No. 736 (Thrikh),
in Machad
al- Arabiyah,
Cairo.
(The second part of
al-Makhtutdt
this
MS. deals
with the rulers
of Egypt,
Sham, and kings
and kingdoms
of Africa.)
Muhammad Hdji Mukhtar.
"TrTikh
fT alal-ittal
of the Italian
in
colonialism
Sumal Hatta 1908."
[History al-Istic-mr
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of Adal Sultanate,
the history
sometimes
called
the Sacd
al-Din
Land "Barr Sa d al-Din"];
this
was written
around
the tenth
and was edited
ChrestoA.H.,
century
by De Sacy.
Arabe.
Text I.,
139. following
mathie
its
translation
on
p. 112.
ft al-Sumnl:
Muhammad Thhir.
"al-Harakah
Afrah,
al-Masrahiyah
FarTdah min
of the
[On the development
Tajribah
NawCihi'"
Somali
"AZ-Hikmah"
no.

play],

1985).
Muhammad al-Shaykh.

AlZah wa-al-D~ll
HiaqTqah al-btddh

126,

al-Yamaniyah,

Majallat

San a':
(October
Ahmad bin Husayn bin

Munaqib

al-

Arif

bi-

cAlZayhi, acl-Imzm al-Shaykh wa-Fakhr alal-Shaykh Isma C7l bin Ibr2h&m al-Jabart&

of God
[The wondrous deeds of the man who had knowledge
and was the leader
of others
to him, the Imam of the holy
the Teacher,
bin
Law the glory
of truth,
Isma'il
al-Shaykh
Ibrahim al-Jabarti].
Cairo:
al-HalabT
waMustafa
al-Babi
1945.
Awladuhu,
trans.
[The Blue Nile].
. al-Nil
Nazmi
al-Azraj
1966.
D~ar al-Ma arif,
Lu a, Cairo:
A Preof Somalia.
"The Arabic Literature
Ali Adan.
cAlawi

liminary
gress
Adam.
CAbd al-Mun
iqZTm
Cairo:

account,"

Proceedings

1965. .
Yunus.
cAbd al-Muncim
AZ-SimZal.
1962.
Nahdah al- Arabiyah,
Taqr&r
CAbd Allah al-Mushid.

SzmaZ wa-Aritrya

CAbd

CAbd
cAbd

cAbd

Con-

of the International

and u.M.
L. Geshekter
ed. Charles
of Somali Studies.
1984.
Scholars
Chico:
Press,
"Alal-S~u!maliyah
AZ-Jamh?riyah
cAbd
im
al-Halim.
"southern
Region"].
Somali Republic
[The
al-Junub_".
1960.
Maktabat al-Sharq,
Maktabat al-Sharq,
Cairo:
[Somalia].
Sumaliya.
[Somalia].

Cairo:

D7r al-

alAhwaZlal-Muslim n fi
CAn
Bilad
[Report about Muslim
wa-al-Habashah.

Aden, and Abyssinia].
in Somaliland,
Eritrea,
Conditions
1951.
Matbacat
al-Azhar,
Cairo:
'Hindi.
al-Fatth
Tdrikh al-Sumal fi al-c sur al-Qadimah
Dar al-Ma arif,
1961.
Cairo:
of Somalia].
History
[Ancient
of
at
[Geography
. JughrTfi
Sonalia].
al-$7mdl.
1961.
Cairo: DTr al-Ma arif,
[Between
al- Tajid CAbidfn.
Bayna al-Habashah
wa-al-CArab.
1947.
al- Arabi,
Dar al-Fikr
Cairo:
Arabs and Abyssinia].
Khedive
of
Era
[The
Asr
Isma el.
al-Rahmcn
al-Rafif.
alMaktabat al-Nahdah
Cairo:
2 vols.:
2d ed.:
Ismacil].
1948.
Misriyah,
in So[Islam
al-Isl
f$ al-Suzmal.
al-Pahmnin al-Najjar.
al-Islamiyah,
li-al-Shu'un
Cairo: Al-Majlis
al-ACla
malia].
1973.

al-Islam
cAbd al-Pahman Zaki.
wa-al-Muslimun fi
Cairo:
[Islam and Muslims of East Africa].
1960.
wa-a l-Haddrah
al- Arabiyah
al-Islam
in East
[Islam and Arab Civilization
qiya.

Sharqclfriqiya.
Matba at

Yusuf,

fi Sharq
Africa].

Ifrl&Cairo:
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al-Tarikhiyah.

fz Sahil Sharq
BaCd al-Mudun al-Islamiyah
Cities
on the East African
Cairo: IfrY-qiya.
Coast].
Majallat
1964.
al-Jughrafiyah
al-Misriyah,
al-Jamciyah
from
Tha'ir
[Guerrilla
Marzuq.
CAbd al-Sabbuir
min-al-Szmal.
Cairo:
al-Dar
wa-alSomalia].
al-Qawmiyah
li-al-TabaCah
n.d.
Nashr,
Abd al-Fida',
bin cAI.
al-Mukhtasar fi' Akhbar al-Bashar.
Isma~rl
of Mankind].
Known as: Tairikh AbzZ al-1]dd'.
[Short History
of Abul Fida].
5 Volumes,
Lahai:
1789.
[History
Abu al-Mahasin,
Ibn Taghri Bardi.
al-Nujzw
fTMuluk
al-Zahirah
Misrah wa-al-Qahirah.
of Kings of Egypt and
[The History
Leiden:
E.J. Brill,
1851.
Cairo].
Abu al-Hajjij
Hafiz.
al-Shahid
Salah.
Kamal al-Din
[Kamal aldin Salah].
Cairo: Wazarat al-Shabab,
n.d.
CArab Fiqih,
Shihab al-Din
Bin Salim alAhmad Ibn CAbd al-Qadir
known as FttiZh al-Habashah.
Jizdni.
Tuhfat al-Zamdn,
of Abyssinia].
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the
[The Conquest
published
book with translation
and comments as Histoire
de la Abys1897.
The Arabic text was published
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sinie.
Paris,
li-al-Taba
ah wa-al-Nashr
under the
by Al-Dar al-Qawmiyah
Somali government
There is a feeling
that the
sponsorship.
book originally
was more than one volume;
the 1974 edition
is the Bibliotheque
Nationale's
copy.
Ahmad Barkhat MfhI.
Watha'iq Tdrikhiyah CAn
wa-Aritrya,
Documents onal-.umcal,
[Historical
Eritrea,
Somalia,
wa-al-Habashah.
Cairo:
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and Abyssinia].
Mu' narah fT Ifr?qiya.
Ahmad Baha' al-Dfn.
[A Plot in Africa].
1957.
Cairo:
Isd al-Babr
al-Halabi,
Ahmad Shaykh Muisa. al-Tarawat
[The
f7 al-SzTml.
al-DayiCah
in Somalia].
Resources
Cairo: n.d.
Unexploited
. al-Qutn
in Somalia].
Cairo:
[Cotton
fi al-Smal.
1960.
. Hizb Allah am Hizb al-Shaytan.
[The Party of God
Cairo:
1959.
.
and the Party of Devils
alal-Nizga
al-StmZli
al-IthybT1
CAll Ahmad NGr (Trabulsil].
A
[The Somalo/Ethiopian
Dispute:
Judhur al-Tdar1khiyah.
Historical
Cairo:
1978.
Matba at al-Atlas,
Background].
Tbn Majid al-MallZh.
Anwar CAbd al-Halm.
[Ibn Majid the NaviCairo:
Dar al-Kitab
al-cArabi
li-al-Tib
ca wa-algator].
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63,
Hashr.
Silsilat
No.
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Aclnm al-CArab,
Al sayyid
al-TawassuC
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[Muslim
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in
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and the Foundation
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alal-Sharqiyah
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Bughyat al-Amal
Zi-BaCd MuZukiha wac fi Tarikh al-Sumal,
Sukk7aniha wanraniha wa-al-Dbn al-fZdhi
Ya bud2nahu Qabla
[The Desire for
bi-Thama-niyah
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al-IslmQuryhn.

Somali History,
Their Kingdoms,
Inhabitants,
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Before
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To-

al-
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of Yemen History
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[The Sources
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Ba Makhramah, Ab5 Muhammad Abd All'h
bin CAbd Allh
al-Tayib
bin Ahmad bin CAli ba Makhramah.
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Thaghr CAdan.
of Aden].
E.J. Brill,
Leiden:
1936.
[This book
[History
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the history
of the city,
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Al-Barawl,
Shaykh Qasim bin Mulyiddin
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